The smart combination of airworthiness management, maintenance scheduling, and execution features gathered in a single Maintenance Information System (MIS).

Aero-Webb® Maintenance Planning & Execution Suite has been specifically designed for operators, CAMO and MRO centers that provide comprehensive services, from tech pub updates to maintenance execution.

It provides a wide range of features, from simple to advanced ones, to better planning and management of all maintenance activities and operations.

**MAIN FEATURES**
- Import and manage technical information from IPC, SB, AD, AMM, MPD, etc.
- Track current configuration, flights, counters, technical events; and maintenance history of a fleet of aircraft, engines or any other equipments
- Customize in an assisted way maintenance programs
- Manage human and logistic resources
- Build work-packages for routine and non routine maintenance
- Control and secure the airworthiness of a fleet of aircrafts or equipments
- Execute maintenance and perform corresponding inspections and logistics movements
- Multi tenant architecture enabling to segregate data per workspace, product family, operator and MRO center
- Optimize the availability of your aircraft, taking into account scheduled flights and available resources
- Reports, Mobile access...
## FEATURES & BENEFITS

### Manage Technical Data
- Seamless integration with Airbus tech pub, various XML and Excel formats for other imports;
- Intuitive forms dedicated to aeronautical data;
- Highly structured tasks’ related data (resources, qualifications, hierarchy, prerequisites…) and configuration rules (mods interdependency, PN and tasks effectivity…).

### Track Fleet Data
- All information and data changes are logged into the software (who, when, what);
- Automatic counters propagation;
- Record counters updates in different thrusts for engines;
- Highly structured information, compliant with technical data;
- Multiple import formats.

### Check Configuration
- Check PN effectivity;
- Check mods interdependences;
- Check remaining potentials.

### Airworthiness Control
- Check the airworthiness status of the equipment, aircraft or fleet;
- Check the status of the maintenance tasks;
- Check the execution of defects’ management, SB/AB, life limited parts management.

### Customise Plan & Schedule
- Assisted configuration process, based on tasks effectivity;
- Import flight schedule for automatic work packages creation;
- Complete view of required resources thanks to tasks structure;
- Optimization of aircraft availability vs scheduled flights and available resources;
- Export work packages in XML or PDF format.

### Manage Human & Logistics Resources
- Pre-configured processes for MRO best practices in a multi-sites context;
- Seamless integration with maintenance execution;
- Comprehensive split valuation;
- MRP features to anticipate replenishments and generate purchase requests;

### Execute Maintenance
- Pre-configured visit process;
- Agility to update the workscope during a visit;
- Full integration with logistics execution;
- Inspection process traceability;
- Pre-built maintenance reports and KPIs;
- Seamless maintenance history update.
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**Sopra Steria at a glance**

- **44,000** employees in 2018
- **€ 41 bn** revenue in 2018
- Present in **25** countries
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**Visit us at 2moro.com**